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10 Barátom fehér és piros, kiemelkedő tízezer közül; 

11 feje finom arany, fürtjei bodrosak, feketék mint a holló; 

12 szemei mint galambok a víz medreinél, tejben fürödnek, foglalatban ülnek; 

13 orczái mint fűszeres virágágyak, illatszereket termők; ajkai liliomok, cseppegve folyó 

myrrhától; 

14 kezei aranyhengerek tarsiskövekkel foglalva, teste remekmű elefántcsontból, borítva 

zafir-kövekkel; 

15 lábszárai márványoszlopok, ráillesztve aranytalpakra; ábrázata olyan, mint a 

Libánon, válogatott, mint a czedrusok; 

16 ínye édesség és mindenestől gyönyörűség. Ez az én barátom s ez az én társam, 

Jeruzsálem lányai! 

(fordítás: IMIT Biblia) 
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SH’IR QOMA
The Measure of the (Divine) Body

The following translation of the Sh’ir Qoma is the Work of the Chariot edition
published in 1972. Verses from the Torah are written in Bold Italic. Verses from the
Writings and Prophets are written in Bold.

1. RABBI YISMAEL SAID: “Metatron the Great Lord said to me: I bear this testimony
on behalf of the Lord hvhy, Elohim of Israel, the Living and Enduring El (la), our Lord
and Master:

- That His height, from His Seat of Glory and up (is) 118 ten thousands
parasangs (rebaboth),

- From His Seat of Glory down (is) 118 ten thousands parasangs (rebaboth),
- His total height 236 ten thousand thousands parasangs.1
- From His Right Arm to His Left Arm (is) 77 ten thousand (parasangs).
- From His Right Eye to (His) Left Eye (is) 30 ten thousands (parasangs).2 

- The Skull on His Head (is) three and one third ten thousand (parasangs).3 

- The Crowns on His Head (amount to) 60 ten thousands (parasangs) equaling the
60 ten thousands of the tribes of Israel.4 

Therefore is He called the Great, the Mighty and the Awesome El (la): KLYTYH
YDYDVT EL CHY KLTA ‘AVVTA HMQVQ TQTF HQTF HQTM QTF B’ABVR
MSVS

“Blessed be the Name of the Glory of His Kingdom for ever.”
2. It is said that he who knows this mystery 5 is assured of his portion in the world to
come (is assured to be a son (daughter) of the world to come), and will be saved from the
punishment of Gehinnom (Hell), and from all kind of punishments and evil decrees about
to befall the world, and will be saved from all kind of witchcraft, for He saves us,
protects us, redeems us, and rescues me __________ 6 from all evil things, from all harsh
decrees, and from all kinds of punishments for the sake of His Great Name.
3. (A long hymn follows in alphabetical order, the alphabet being repeated several times,
the hymn concludes with the verse:)

“Lord of Hosts, happy is the man that trusts in You.” (Psalms 84:13)
4. RABBI YISHMAEL SAID: “I have seen the King of Kings sitting on a high and
exalted throne. His hosts stand before Him on His right and on His left, with the Lord of
the Presence (Sar Hapanim) whose name is Metatron: RVH, PYSQVNY”H, PSQY”N,
ATM”VN, HYGR”VN, SYGR”VN, SRT”VN, SNYGR”VN, MYQ”VN, HSKV”M, STY”M,
HSK”M, HQYR”YN, N”A, DVQYR”YN, ZYN”A, RB”A, NNTV”S, ZNTV”F, HKYQ”M.
5. RABBI YISHMAEL SAID: “What is the measure of the Holy One, Blessed be He,
who is hidden from all creatures? The soles of His feet fill the whole world, as it is said
(Isaiah 66:1): “The heaven is my throne, and the earth is my foot-stool.” 

The height of each sole is three ten thousand thousands of parasangs.
The sole of His right foot is called PRSYMYA, ATRQTT and His left sole (is called)

AGTMN.
From the sole of His feet to His ankles (the height is) one thousand ten thousands and

five hundred parasangs, and the same for His left (ankle).
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The palms of His hands (are) four thousand ten thousands parasangs, both the right
and the left (hands).

The right (hand) is named: HZZYA, ATGRYYA, and the left (hand) is named:
ASHVZYH.

The fingers (toes) of His feet (are) ten thousand ten thousands parasangs, each finger
(toe) on both right and left (feet).

The name of the right (toes): ATRMTz, ADRMT, BRMNM, BRTHMYM, VAHVZ;
and (the names of the) left (toes): ZKYYN, KZKYYN, HTMT, AHVZ. You
count the way you count those of the hand (namely beginning with the big toe).

Therefore, is He called: the Great, the Mighty, the Awesome El (la), for it is said
(Torah Doverim 10:17): “For the Lord hvhy your Elohim, HE (avh) is Elohim
of Elohim, Lord of Lords, the great El (la), the Mighty and the Awesome.”

6. HE SAID TO ME: “The size of the parasangs, what they measure: each parasang
consists of three mils, each mil contains ten thousand cubits, each cubit two spans
(Zereth), and His span fills the whole Olam (,li, world, or universe). As it is written
(Isaiah 40:12): “Who has measured in the hollow of His hand the waters, and meted
out the heavens with His span.”8 

7. RABBI NATHAN, THE PUPIL OF R. YISHMAEL SAID: He also gave me the
measure of the nose right and left, as well as that of the lips and cheeks. Also he gave me
the measure of the forehead, he also set down rules for every cubit.

The width of the forehead is equal to the height of the neck, and so is the shoulder.
The length of the nose (is) like the length of the small finger.
The height of the cheek is equal to half the roundness of the head.
These measures are also found in human beings.
(In size of) His lips: seventy-seven parasangs.
His upper lip is called GBRH, TYA, and the lower one HZRGYA.
His mouth is fire consuming fire.
When He speaks its name (is) ASDRA.

-(the next five words are not translatable) The crown on His head (is) five
hundred thousand by found hundred thousand (parasangs); its name is VYS.

The precious stone between its horns [rays?] is called YS AMV ALY YS AMI ALY
is engraved upon it.

My friend is white and ruddy, distinguished among ten thousand.
His head is bright as the finest gold,
His locks are like waving foliage and black as a raven.
His eyes are doves by streamlets of water.
His cheeks are like a bed of roses...
Two thousand ten thousands parasangs.
And whoever does not conclude with this verse (Shir HaShirim 5:10-16) is in error:

“His cheeks are like a bed of roses,
As banks of sweet herbs;
His lips are as lilies,
Dropping with flowing myrrh.
His hands are as rods of gold, set with beryl.



 

 

Forrás: SH’IR QOMA. THE MEASURE OF THE (DIVINE) BODY 

From the Sefer Raziel HaGadol BOOK OF (THE ANGELIC SECRETS OF) RAZIEL THE GREAT ONE (p. 2,5,6) 


